Abstract. In this note we initiate a program to obtain global descriptions of CalabiYau moduli spaces, to calculate their Picard group, and to identify within that group the Hodge line bundle, and the closely related Bagger-Witten bundle. We do this here for several Calabi-Yau's obtained in [DW09] as crepant resolutions of the orbifold quotient of the product of three elliptic curves. In particular we verify in these cases a recent claim of [GHKSST16] by noting that a power of the Hodge line bundle is trivial -even though in some of these cases it is not clear whether the entire Picard group is finite.
Introduction
Moduli spaces M X of (complex structures on) a compact Calabi-Yau manifold X are central to superstring compactifications, mirror symmetry, conformal field theory, and numerous other branches of both geometry and physics. They have the familiar complexity of moduli spaces; in particular, there is a stacky version as well as an underlying coarse moduli space. The stack is smooth. It is often easier to understand, and we will deal exclusively with it.
While a lot is known about the local structure of these moduli spaces, there are surprisingly few examples where the global geometry is fully understood, and much of this is for moduli spaces of low complex dimensions, one or two.
Of particular interest is an understanding of the Hodge line bundle L X on M X , whose fiber above the (isomorphism class of) a particular X is the line H 0 (X, ω X ) of top holomorphic forms on X. Some startling predictions have appeared in recent physics literature [GHKSST16] , to the effect that Calabi-Yau moduli spaces M X always admit a (globally defined) Kähler potential. Our results verify these predictions in all cases that we consider. In fact, we show that the Hodge line bundle is not trivial, but some finite power of it is trivial.
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This implies the existence of a global Kähler potential. The same holds for the BaggerWitten line bundle, a natural square root of L X that exists on a slightly larger moduli space.
(More precisely, on a certain Z/2 gerbe over M X .) Over M X there is a universal family π X : X → M X whose fiber above the isomorphism class [X] of some X is that X itself. The intermediate Jacobians J(X) fit into a family J X → M X . In [DM96] it is shown that the pull back J X → M X is an analytically completely integrable system. Here M X is the space of pairs (X, α) where X is a complex structure on a Calabi-Yau of a given deformation class, and α is a holomorphic volume form on X. In other words, M X is the complement in L X of the zero section. This system is integrable analytically but not algebraically: the fibers are polarized complex tori, but the polarization is not positive definite, so the fibers are not abelian varieties. (Instead, the polarization is Lorentzian, with h 2,1 positive directions and a single negative direction corresponding to h 3,0 .) Physically, this corresponds to the fact that J X approximates, in a large limit, the Ramond moduli space of the theory. The new prediction implies that M X is just the product M X × C * (up to a finite cover or a more general covering with constant transition functions), and the symplectic form on the integrable system J X over it splits globally into horizontal and vertical summands. (When X is not necessarily compact, it is possible for the J X to be abelian varieties; this happens if the negative direction, i.e. a holomorphic volume form, coincides with a vanishing cycle. In fact [DDP07] , for each Riemann surface C and each ADE group G it is possible to construct a family of non-compact Calabi-Yau threefolds whose J X recovers the Hitchin system H C,G . These results have been extended recently to include the non-simply laced groups BCFG [Beck16] .)
It therefore seems worthwhile to construct some global moduli spaces M X and to test the physics predictions for them. In the case that X is an elliptic curve, the results are well known to mathematicians, and have been summarized for physicists in [GS16] . The purpose of this work is to describe some global moduli spaces M X and to determine their Hodge bundles L X for some genuine, three-dimensional compact Calabi-Yaus. The moduli spaces we consider will be three dimensional.
The examples we consider are crepant resolutions X of orbifolds
of the product Y := E 1 × E 2 × E 3 of three elliptic curves by the action of a finite group G. The latter contains the subgroup G S ⊂ G of its 'shifts' or translations, with a quotient group
Elements of G T are called twists. We consider the case where G T is isomorphic to Z/2×Z/2, acting (up to translations) by nontrivial elliptic involutions (sign changes) on an even number of the E i . It turns out [DW09] that all such groups G, and orbifolds X, can be described explicitly.
In that work, a particular class of such group actions was designated 'essential'. It was shown that any orbifold X of this type is isomorphic to one whose group is essential. Essential groups were shown to be abelian, isomorphic to the product G S × G T of their shift and twist parts, and all their non-trivial elements are of order 2. So, essentially, the shift group G S must be a subgroup of the group of points of order 2 in Y , acting by translations. It is therefore isomorphic to (Z/2) r for some r, 0 ≤ r ≤ 6. This r is called the rank of G. The full group G is then isomorphic to (Z/2) r+2 . All such orbifolds have been described in [DW09] : there are 36 distinct types. We recall that classification in Table 2 after explaining the notation in the Appendix. We focus on ten of these, the ones whose moduli spaces are three dimensional. For each of these there is a canonical identification:
The best known example, denoted (0-1) in [DW09] , was originally studied by [VW95] . In that case the group action has 48 fixed points, leading to singularities of X that need to be resolved (by a crepant resolution). There are four cases where the group action is free, leading to smooth quotients of Hodge numbers (3, 3). In [DW09] these are denoted (0-4), (1-5), (1-11), and (2-12). (The notation (r-i) means that the group G S has rank r, and that this is the i-th case listed in [DW09] with that given r.) There are six further cases, including the [VW95] orbifold (0-1), where the group does have some fixed points but the number of complex moduli happens to still be h 2,1 = 3. We tabulate these ten orbifolds with h 2,1 = 3, giving their symbol from [DW09] , their Hodge numbers, whatever alternative descriptions are available, and some references where they are either analyzed or used:
(1-1) (27,3) A (Z/2) free quotient of the basic Vafa-Witten orbifold (1-5) (3,3) A (Z/2) free quotient of (0-4) [DW09, T] (1-11) (3,3) Another (Z/2) free quotient of (0-4) [DW09, T] (2-1) (15,3) A (Z/2) free quotient of (1-1) (2-9) (27,3) An orbifold of the SO(12) torus, related to B N AHE+ free fermion model [Fa92, Fa93, DF04, DW09] (2-12) (3,3) A (Z/2) free quotient of (1-11) [DW09, T] (3-5) (15,3) A (Z/2) free quotient of (2-9) (4-1) (15,3) Related to 'enhanced' B N AHE+ free fermion model [Fa92, Fa93, DF04, DW09] Notice that any projective crepant resolution of any of these is a genuine N=1 Calabi-Yau threefold, in the sense that its h 1 vanishes and it has precisely a one-dimensional space of holomorphic three-forms or covariantly constant spinors. For the four cases with Hodge numbers (3, 3), the holonomy is a proper subgroup of SU (3), in fact a finite subgroup. The remaining cases, where h 2,1 = 3, h 1,1 > 3, involve some blowups, and their holonomy is all of SU (3).
Below we give global descriptions of the moduli spaces M X = M X for the four cases with h 2,1 = h 1,1 = 3. In the remaining cases the moduli spaces M X of the small rsolutions may be disconnected due to possible choices in the resolution. In each case we are able to give a complete description of one 'central' connected component M X,central , and partial information on the others.
In the above cases, the Picard group of the moduli space M X or M X,central is finite, so the Hodge line bundle in particular is of finite order. We show that it is not trivial. In the remaining cases, i.e. for non-central components of M X , we do not know whether the Picard group is finite. Nevertheless, the Hodge line bundle is still of finite order.
2.2.
More details: the spaces and the maps between them. These moduli spaces fit in a sequence of maps:
We will describe each of these spaces and the maps between them. M (2) is the moduli stack of elliptic curves with level-two structure. An elliptic curve (E, 0), often abbreviated to just E, is a smooth genus 1 curve E with a marked point 0 ∈ E. Formally, a level-two structure on E is an isomorphism
as in section 2.1. Informally, it parametrizes data
where E (or better, (E, 0)) is an elliptic curve, and {1/2, τ /2} is a basis for the Z 2 vector space E[2] of points of order two in E. Equivalently, the extra data on an elliptic curve (E, 0) is equivalent to an ordering of the 3 nonzero points of E[2].
The finite group S := SL(2, Z/2) acts on M (2), permuting the 3 nonzero points of E[2]. The quotient is the moduli stack M of elliptic curves (without the level structure). S contains the Borel subgroup B ⊂ S consisting of all invertible lower-triangular matrices. The quotient M (2)/B is the moduli stack M 1 (2) of elliptic curves with a point of order two:
3 is the moduli stack of ordered triples
, 2, 3}. We denote the product abelian variety
It comes with a distinguished basis for the Z 2 vector space Y [2] of its points of order two, namely {((1/2) i , (τ /2) i ), i ∈ {1, 2, 3}}. G is an abelian group isomorphic to (Z/2) r+2 , 0 ≤ r ≤ 6, acting on Y = E 1 × E 2 × E 3 according to one of the 36 entries in Table 1 of [DW09] . G is given as an extension
where the subgroup G S ≈ (Z/2) r of "shifts" acts on Y by translation, so G S can be identified with a subgroup of Y [2], while each nontrivial element of the group G T ≈ (Z/2) 2 (of "twists") acts, modulo some translations, as inversion y i → −y i on two of the three E i .
M Y,G is the moduli stack of G actions (of the type specified by our chosen entry in Table  1 of [DW09] ) on Y . The objects it parametrizes are quadruples (E 1 , E 2 , E 3 , a), where the E i are three elliptic curves and a : G × Y −→ Y is an action (of the chosen type) of G on Y := E 1 ×E 2 ×E 3 . A morphism from (E 1 , E 2 , E 3 , a) to (E 1 , E 2 , E 3 , a ) consists of three isomorphisms
(Note that the map on G is the identity.) Once we choose a level-two structure on each of the E i , the relevant entry in Table 1 of [DW09] specifies a G-action on Y . This gives a natural morphism:
M Y,X is the moduli stack of maps Y π −→ X where X is the quotient of Y by a G-action as above. Formally, the objects it parametrizes are data
where the E i and the G-action a : G × Y → Y on Y := E 1 × E 2 × E 3 are as above, and π is an isomorphism, from the quotient of Y by the a action of G, to X. A morphism between objects (unprimed and primed respectively) is given by isomorphisms f i :
Alternatively, we can take M Y,X to parametrize the same objects as M Y,G , but allow more morphisms: in diagram (2), allow non-trivial automorphisms i of G:
Again, there is a forgetful morphism
Some types of G-actions are preserved by a non-trivial subgroup of the group S 3 of permutations of the three elliptic factors E i . To allow for this, we let M Y,X parametrize the same objects parametrized by M Y,X , but we allow more morphisms: the isomorphism f : Y ∼ −→ Y is now allowed to permute the E i , i.e. it comes from isomorphisms f i : E i → E σ(i) for some permutation σ ∈ S 3 . (f is still required to fit in a commutative diagram with some g : X ∼ −→ X .) In other words, The three elliptic curves occurring in M Y,X are ordered, while in M Y,X we ignore the ordering.
Yet again, there is a natural morphism M Y,X → M Y,X taking each object to itself. M X is the moduli space of complex structures on X := Y /G. It comes with a forgetful
Finally, we let X denote any Calabi-Yau resolution of the possibly singular X, and let M X be the moduli space of complex structures on X. This is the moduli space we aim to understand.
2.3. The plan. We are going to identify these spaces from left to right:
3 by specific finite groups. These steps are mostly of a combinatorial or elementary group-theoretic nature. We then make some comments about M X . We will see that M X is a finite cover of M X . It is usually disconnected. It has a distinguished component M X,central that is isomorphic to M X , and other components over which we have little control.
Global geometry of
In this section we give complete descriptions of the moduli spaces M Y,X , and along the way also of M Y,G and M Y,X , in each of the 36 cases from [DW09] .
The group S := SL(2, Z/2)) acts on M (2), by permuting the labeling of the points of order 2, with quotient M . (An element s ∈ S sends a level 2 structure (
Additionally, the symmetric group S 3 acts on M (2) 3 by permuting the three factors. Putting these two actions together, we get a finite group H max that fits in the sequence:
and acts on M (2) 3 . The quotient is the stacky symmetric product Sym 3 (M ). (Note that as abstract groups, S happens to be isomorphic to the symmetric group S 3 , and its subgroup B happens to be isomorphic to the symmetric group S 2 . We deliberately de-emphasize these coincidences and maintain the different names to suggest the different actions: linear action on the level two structures versus permutation of the three factors.)
We will see that each of the moduli spaces M Y,G , M Y,X , M Y,X and, when h 2,1 = 3, also the M X , are quotients of M (2)
3 by an appropriate subgroup of this H max .
We define the following subgroups H G ⊂ H X ⊂ H ⊂ H max :
. Note that the centralizer in H max is the same as the centralizer in S 3 . This is true because S 3 acts faithfully on the set of 3 non-trivial elements of the quotient G T , so elements of H max not in S 3 cannot centralize G.
Proof. The action of these groups on M (2) 3 is the restriction of the previously constructed action of H max . Since the forgetful map M (2) 3 → Sym 3 (M ) = M (2) 3 /H max factors through all three, the latter are the quotients of M (2) 3 by some subgroups of H max , namely the stabilizers of the parametrized data. From the definitions in section 2.2 of objects parametrized by each moduli space we see immediately that the three groups are as described above.
⊕3 be the orbit of 0 ∈ V ⊕3 under the G-action. If we identify the shift group G S as a subset of V ⊕3 , it is contained in the orbit O G . The orbit may be strictly larger though, because the lift G T ⊂ G of G/G S may contain some non-trivial additional shifts.
Lemma 3.2. The group H G can be identified with the pointwise stabilizer of O G :
Proof. The group S 3 acts on V ⊕3 , and hence on the set of all G-actions on V ⊕3 . The group H G consists of the elements of S 3 that fix the given G-action. Our claim is that the stabilizer of the given action is the pointwise stabilizer of O G . For this, note that any element g ∈ G acts affinely, so can be decomposed g = l(g) + g(0) in terms of its linearization l(g) and the constant term, a translation by g(0). Explicitly, this means that for any y ∈ Y , g(y) = l(g)(y) + g(0). (These summands, l(g) and g(0), are symmetries of Y but need not be in G. This can therefore be different than the decomposition into summands in G S , G T .) The linearization l(g) acts on each y = (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ) ∈ Y by changing (an even number of) signs. In particular, it commutes with all of S 3 . On the other hand, the constancy of g(0) means that g(0)h = g(0) for any h ∈ S 3 . It follows that for any h ∈ S 3 ,
so h is in H G iff h fixes the action of each g ∈ G, i.e. hg = gh, iff h fixes each possible g(0), i.e. iff H fixes pointwise everything in O G , as claimed.
We can now determine the groups H G , H X , H X for each of the 36 cases in [DW09] . We list these in Table 1 below. The notation is as follows. The group H G ⊂ S × S × S is always the product X 1 × X 2 × X 3 of three groups X i , where each X i is isomorphic to one of S, B or 1. We indicate this in the first column by X 1 X 2 X 3 . Thus a combination such as SB1 means the subgroup S × B × 1 ⊂ S × S × S. The group H X , still a subgroup of S × S × S, is an extension of H X /H G by H G . In the second column we specify the quotient H X /H G . In most cases this is one of the groups S, B or 1, sitting inside the product of those X i that happen to be trivial. The only exception is case (3-5), where this group is B × B, occurring as the kernel of B × B × B → B. The third column then gives the quotient H X /H X , which is a subgroup of the symmetric group S 3 . In fact, it is always isomorphic to S 3 , S 2 or 1.
Theorem 3.3. The groups H G , H X , H X for each of the 36 cases in [DW09] are as given explicitly in Table 1 :
Proof. The first column is easy to determine using Lemma 3.2. O G is a linear subspace of V ⊕3 , in fact it is the sum of three subspaces O G,i ⊂ V . Considering the generators of G given in [DW09] , O G,i is simply the subspace of V spanned by the i-th entries of all the generators. Depending on whether the dimension of this O G,i equals 0, 1, or 2, the corresponding entry in the table is S, B, or 1.
For the second column, we need to determine, case by case, the group of automorphisms of G induced by elements of S 3 . It will help to distinguish the three subgroups conjugate to B: let B 1 be the stabilizer of 1/2, B τ the stabilizer of τ /2, and B τ 1 the stabilizer of (τ + 1)/2. We work out an illustrative subset of the non-trivial cases.
• When the rank is less than two, this group vanishes automatically.
• In case (2-1), it is the group S, sitting diagonally in S 3 , i.e. applying the same (arbitrary) permutation of 1/2, τ /2, (τ + 1)/2 to all three elliptic curves.
• In case (2-2) it is the group B 1 , sitting diagonally in S 3 : we can still transpose τ /2 with (τ + 1)/2, but 1/2 must go to itself because of the presence of the generator (0−, 0+, (1/2)−). So the unique non-zero element is:
• In case (2-11) we find the same diagonal embedding of B 1 as in case (2-2), so the non-trivial action can again be described by (5). Note though that in this case there is another copy of B 1 , acting only on the first factor, accounting for the non-trivial entry B11 in the first column. So there is another element of H X representing the unique non-trivial element of H X /H G , namely
• Case (2-12) has the same shift group G S as case (2-11), but the twists are less symmetric. As a result, we have a trivial entry in the first column, and only one of the expressions (5),(6) works. It is the latter: the action of B 1 fixes the first factor, and is diagonal in the second and third factors.
• Similarly, in case (2-14), the full S acts diagonally on the first two factors but leaves the third invariant. Additionally, there is the cation of B 1 purely on the third factor.
• In case (3-3) the action of B τ 1 fixes the third factor, and is diagonal in the first and second factors. The non-zero element is:
(1/2, τ /2) × (1/2, τ /2) × 1.
Separately, the group B 1 acts purely on the third factor.
• The symmetries in case (3-4) form a subgroup of those in (3-3), namely we get the action of B τ 1 diagonally in the first and second factors, but we lose the action of B 1 purely on the third factor.
• In case (3-5), the group is B 1 × B 1 : one copy of B 1 contains the transformation which is the identity on E 1 and induces the transposition (τ /2, (τ + 1)/2) on both E 2 and E 3 ; while the second copy of B contains the transformation which is the identity on E 3 and induces the transposition (τ /2, (τ + 1)/2) on both E 1 and E 2 .
• The symmetries in case (3-6) form a subgrup of case (3-5): we keep the action of B 1 on the first two factors:
(τ /2, (τ + 1)/2) × (τ /2, (τ + 1)/2) × 1.
but lose the action on the last two.
• In case (4-1) we get a genuinely non-diagonal action. The group is isomorphic to S, embedded non-trivially (but not diagonally) in S 3 : the two fixed-point free elements of S (corresponding to cyclic permutations in S 3 ) are indeed embedded diagonally, but one of the three elements of order two is the product of transpositions ((τ + 1)/2, τ /2) × (τ /2, 1/2) × (1/2, (τ + 1)/2), and another, non commuting element is:
(τ /2, 1/2) × (1/2, (τ + 1)/2) × ((τ + 1)/2, τ /2).
The third column lists the relevant permutations of the three elliptic factors. The group H X may not equal the product H X × (H X /H X ). Correspondingly, the lift to H X of these permutations may also require a compensating non-trivial factor in S 3 .
• For one example, in case (2-6), the S 2 can act by exchanging the second and third factors at the same time as permuting (τ /2, (τ + 1)/2) in the first factor. Because of the 1BB term in the first column, there are actually four possible transformations:
( To see this, note that the three non-zero shifts are (1/2, 1/2, 1/2), (τ /2, 1/2, 0), and ((τ + 1)/2, 0, 1/2). The S 2 action has to permute them. Clearly (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) has to be fixed, so the only non-trivial possibility is for the other two to be exchanged. The above transformations are obtained by reading of the action on basis vectors.
• In case (2-8), the S 2 arises in the same way, but the solution is unique as the 1BB freedom is missing.
• In case (3-1), the action of the subgroup of cyclic permutations is clear, and needs no compensation. It is less obvious how the transpositions in S 3 act. Here is the element mapping to the tramsposition (in S 3 , not cyclic) of the first two factors:
The way to see this is first to write explicitly all 8 elements of G S . Note that there are unique non-zero element there, (0, τ /2, 1/2), with a 0 in the first entry, and similarly (1/2, 0, τ /2) is the unique nonzero element with a 0 in the second entry. So if we want a transformation whose image in S 3 is the transposition of first and second entries, it must interchange these two. Hence (0, τ /2, 0) → (1/2, 0, 0) and (0, 0, 1/2) → (0, 0, τ /2). The rest of the table is obtained similarly.
• Finally, in case (4-1), we get all of S 3 . The cyclic permutations need no compensation; but the transpositions do, for example (1, 2) can be compensated by the product 1 × (1/2, τ /2, (τ + 1)/2) × (1/2, (τ + 1)/2, τ /2).
Global geometry of M X
In this section we show that the forgetful map f Y,X : M Y,X → M X is an isomorphism in the ten cases where h 2,1 = 3. Proof. Note that if {i, j, k} is a permutation of {1, 2, 3}, the action of G on Y induces an action on E i × E j , and X maps to the quotient (E i × E j )/G. The generic fiber is isomorphic to E k . Indeed, any element of G that acts trivially on E i × E j must be a shift, in G S . But the reduction explained in [DW09] allows us to assume that the group G of automorphisms of X is essential, or non-redundant, meaning that it does not contain a translation by a nonzero x ∈ E k . So our X has three elliptic fibrations, which are distinct because the fibers E 1 , E 2 , E 3 are assumed non-isogenous. Further, these are the only elliptic fibrations on X: in fact, their lifts to Y are the only elliptic fibrations there. To see this, consider a genus 1 fibration π : Y → B, and let E be a generic fiber. Note that the fixed locus of elements of G is at most one-dimensional, so π −1 of the generic E does not meet the fixed locus. The inverse image π −1 (E) of E in E 1 × E 2 × E 3 is then an unramified cover of E, so each of its connected components E is itself an elliptic curve in E 1 × E 2 × E 3 . The assumption about non-isogeny of the E i implies that E can map onto at most one of the E i . It follows that E is isomorphic to one of the E i and is embedded in the expected way: parallel to one of the three coordinates. So the same holds for E.
The isomorphism X → X must therefore take an elliptic fibration of X with fiber E i to an elliptic fibration of X with the same fiber E i . It therefore lifts to an isomorphism Y → Y as claimed. Proof. Consider the sum of the the three lines
as {i, j, k} runs over cyclic permutations of {1, 2, 3}. The orbifold map E 1 × E 2 × E 3 → X embeds the sum of the these three lines as the 'bulk sector,' a direct summand of H 2,1 (X). The assumption h 2,1 = 3 implies that in those cases, the sum is actually isomorphic to H 2,1 (X). By contracting with top forms we switch to tangent spaces, finding that the sum of the three H 1 (E i , T E i ) equals (all of or a direct summand of) H 1 (X, T X ). This shows that f Y,X is an immersion in general, and in the 10 cases when h 2,1 = 3 it is a local isomorphism. On the other hand, Proposition 4.1 shows that f Y,X is injective on the complement of a countable union of divisors in M X , so when h 2,1 = 3 it must be an open embedding. (In the remaining cases, f Y,X is a birational morphism to its image in M X .) Theorem 4.3. The forgetful map f Y,X : M Y,X → M X is proper, so in general f Y,X is a desingularization of its image which is a closed subspace of M X , and in the 10 cases when h 2,1 = 3, f Y,X is an isomorphism.
Proof. We may replace M Y,X by M (2) 3 , since the former is a finite quotient of the latter. Over M (2) 3 there are three universal bundles whose fibers, respectively, are the three elliptic E i . By the valuative criterion for properness, we need to show that if we have an algebraic family X t of X's parametrized by t in a regular algebraic curve ∆ (or, intuitively, in the unit disc) and a lift Y t → X t over the generic point of ∆ (respectively, a family of lifts parametrized by t in the punctured disc) then we can complete the curve of lifts (respectively, fill in with a Y 0 → X 0 ). The lift gives us three maps E i from the punctured disc to M (2), hence to M . We see by the same valuative criterion that each of these maps extends to the compactification: E i : ∆ → M . We claim that the central fibers E i,0 must be nonsingular. This follows immediately from the canonical identification (1) of H 3 (X t , Q) with
The monodromy on H 3 (X t , Q), as t goes around the punctured disc, is trivial since the family extends over ∆. So it must be trivial also on each H 1 (E t,i , Q), so the elliptic curves cannot degenerate. The family of Y t , t ∈ ∆ is therefore topologically trivial, so the G action extends to Y 0 with quotient X 0 , proving the theorem.
Crepant resolutions and the global geometry of M X
In this section we briefly review the crepant resolutions X → X, such that X is CalabiYau. In the four cases with h 1,1 = h 2,1 = 3 (namely (0-4), (1-5), (1-11), (2-12)), G acts freely on Y , so no resolution is needed. However, the other six examples of h 2,1 = 3 all have singularities in their quotient spaces. 5.1. Local structure. The fixed-point loci of our orbifolds X are curves, possibly with trident singularities. There are two local pictures. At a singular point of a curve of fixed points, X is locally of the form C 3 /(Z/2) 2 , with generators acting as
The curve of fixed points looks locally like the trident xyz = 0, with the three branches C 1 , C 2 , C 3 consisting of fixed points of g 1 , g 2 , and g 3 := g 1 g 2 . (We can always arrange that the local curve C i is parallel to the global elliptic factor E i of Y .) At a smooth point of the curve of fixed points, X is locally of the form C 3 /(Z/2), with generator one of the g i . So X looks there like the product of C i (=one of the three axes) with an A 1 surface singularity in the two other directions.
We will focus on the first case, C 3 /(Z/2) 2 . Its coordinate ring is
It has four crepant resolutions. One way to see this is to take advantage of the fact that this singularity is a toric variety, and we can represent the flops graphically as cross-sections of a toric fan as follows:
Local coordinates on the central resolution are given by:
], where tw = 1, c 11 d 11 = 1, b 1 d 1 = 1, while local coordinates on one of the outlying resolutions are given by:
The three outlying crepant resolutions as well as the central resolution can be described as successive blowups. Let i, j, k be a permutation of 1, 2, 3. First blow X up along a smooth surface containing C i and C j , two of the components of the curve of fixed points in X. (E.g. for i, j, k = 1, 3, 2, the surface is b = d = 0.) Second, blow up along a smooth surface containing the remaining curve C k . (In the above case, we could take this second surface to be c = d/b = 0.) This turns out to leave an isolated singularity, a conifold. So, third and finally, take a crepant resolution of the conifold. There are two such resolutions; one will be the k-th outer resolution, and the other, independently of the permutation i, j, k, will be the central resolution.
5.2. Global structure. Globally there are further subtleties to get a Kähler resolution. Consider for example the case (0-1). This has curves of A 1 singularities (along sixteen copies of each of the three elliptic curves E i ). These intersect at 64 fixed points, each of the form of the (Z/2) 2 quotient above. There is thus a total of 4 64 possible resolutions. However, not all of these are Kähler. We have not checked the total number of Kähler resolutions; it is probably large 1 . In principle, whatever the number n of Kähler crepant resolutions, the forgetful map M X → M X is a covering of this degree n.
Note that M X is reducible: it has a component M X,central , specified by performing the central local resolution at each point of the zero-dimensional stratum. It has one, two or three additional components of small degrees over M X , specified by performing the type-i local resolution at each point p of the zero-dimensional stratum. Recall that each local curve C i at each point p is parallel to the global elliptic factor E i of Y . So on a given X = Y /G it makes sense to perform the same type-i local resolution at all points p. On the other hand, as we vary X in its moduli M X , monodromy may permute the E i : depending on the image H X /H X of H X in S 3 , all three of these choices may therefore be on the same component (of degree three over M X ), or on separate components (of degree one), or two can come together with the third staying separate.
In any event, M X,central → M X is an isomorphism in all ten cases with h 2,1 = 3.
Picard groups and Hodge bundles
In this section we will study the Picard groups and Hodge line bundles of examples with h 2,1 = 3. A general way to obtain such results is outlined, e.g., in [Litt] . For an orbifold Z/Γ X where Z is contractible, the analytic Picard group is given by:
When Z is the upper half plane Z = H, and Γ X = Γ = SL(2, Z), we recover Mumford's result (8) from the well-known fact that the abelianization of SL(2, Z) is Z/12. Similarly, by taking for Γ X the congruence subgroups Γ 1 (2), Γ(2) we find:
The pullback maps from Pic(M ) and between these spaces are surjective (compare our Lemma 6.1), and in each case the Hodge bundle, which is the pull back of the Hodge bundle of M , is again a generator. The result for M 1 (2) is in [Ni15] .
where Γ ⊂ Γ 3 itself sits in another extension:
This is not as bad as it looks. The latter extension is trivial, in fact there is an isomorphism
sending (g1, g2, g3) → (g1, g1, g1) + (0, g2 − g1, 0) + (0, 0, g3 − g1). Here a triple such as (g1, g2, g3) g i ∈ Γ, i = 1, 2, 3 indicates the three components, in Γ, of an element of Γ ⊂ Γ 3 . On the right-hand side, the first element is in the diagonal copy of Γ, while the other two are in copies of Γ(2).
It follows that Char(Γ ) = Z/12 × (Z/2) 2 .
Now as in the argument for cases (0-1) and (2-9), such a character extends to Γ X if and only if it is S 3 -invariant. What this means here is that the two (Z/2-valued characters on Γ(2) must be equal to each other and also to the restriction to Γ(2) of the Z/12-valued character on Γ. So the latter is arbitrary and determines the others, and we have:
Also as in case (0-1), Ker(i * ) = Z/2, and S 3 still lifts to Γ X , so we conclude that the sequence
splits, and therefore: Pic(M (2−1) ) = Z/12 × Z/2.
For our final example, we consider case (2-12). Here, the group Γ X is a subgroup of Γ 3 , the inverse image under Γ 3 → S 3 of a copy of the Borel B. According to (6), the correct version of B is the stabilizer B 1 of 1/2, and the embedding into S 3 is diagonal in the second and third factor. So if s ∈ Γ is any element mapping, mod Γ(2), to the non-zero element s ∈ B ⊂ S = Γ/Γ(2), then our Γ X is the subgroup of Γ 3 generated by Γ(2) 3 and the single additional element (1, s, s) . Now, the Borel B consists of matrices in S = SL(2, Z/2) that fix a nonzero vector in V . We choose a basis in which that vector is 1 1 , and then we can take our s ∈ Γ mapping to s ∈ B to be:
(This s is the standard generator of Γ, familiar in number theory and as the 'S' in 'S-duality'. In order to get this to work with our B = B 1 we need to use the basis of V that goes under the level-2 structure l, somewhat non traditionally, to τ /2 and (τ + 1)/2. With a different basis we will simply switch to a conjugate of s.)
We conclude that Γ X is the subgroup of Γ 3 that is generated by Γ(2) 3 and the additional elements := (1, s, s) ∈ Γ 3 . This element generates a cyclic subgroup C of order 4, which is the best we can do -there are no elements of order 2 in Γ X mapping to s.
Let χ : Γ(2) → C * be the unique non-trivial character.
Lemma 6.1. For any γ ∈ Γ(2), χ(sγs
Proof. This is the same as saying that the character χ extends to the group generated by Γ(2) and s, which is Γ 1 (2), so it is equivalent to the surjectivity of the restriction map Z/4 ∼ = Char(Γ 1 (2)) → Char(Γ(2)) ∼ = Z/2. This is well-known, but here is an explicit proof. We claim that the nontrivial character χ is given explicitly as
(Note that a is odd, so the exponent is an integer.) Since χ is unique, it suffices to check that the above expression gives a homomorphism. If
is another element of Γ(2), then the first entry in the product γγ is aa + bc .
However, b and c are both even, and so χ(γγ ) = χ(γ)χ(γ ), hence χ is a homomorphism as claimed. Finally, s conjugates γ to
and since we are in Γ(2), a is congruent to d mod 4, so the value of χ is invariant, as claimed.
The Lemma implies that every character of Γ(2) 3 is invariant under conjugation bys := (1, s, s), so it extends to Γ X . Equivalently, the homomorphism
induced by i : (Γ(2)) 3 → Γ X , is surjective. Its kernel is isomorphic to Char(B) ∼ = Z/2, so we have an extension:
Since Char(Γ X ) is a finite abelian group, the possibilities are either Char(Γ X ) ∼ = (Z/2) 4 or Char(Γ X ) ∼ = (Z/2) 2 × Z/4. But equation (12) implies that the extension to Γ X of a character such as (1, 1, χ) ∈ Char(Γ(2)
3 ) takes the value −1 ons 2 = (1, −1, −1). That means that its restriction to the subgroup C generated bys is of order 4, not 2. We conclude:
6.3. Hodge line bundles. Next, let us turn to the Hodge line bundle. In general, in every case, we have a map f : M (2) 3 → M X , expressing M X as a quotient of M (2) 3 . Over M X , we have a universal object X , such that the fibers of π : X → M X are Calabi-Yau's, and then f * X is a family of Calabi-Yau's fibered over M (2) 3 :
Let K π X → X denote the relative canonical bundle, so that L X , the Hodge line bundle over the moduli space M X , is given as The top forms on each X pull back to top forms on the corresponding Y . This gives an isomorphism f * L X → L Y . We conclude that the pullback f * L X is non-zero in Pic(M (2) 3 ) ∼ = (Z/2) 3 . In particular, the Hodge line bundle L X itself is nontrivial in all ten cases In the special case (1-5), f is the identity map, so we have immediately that f * L X = L Y , in other words that the Hodge line bundle on M (1−5) is the box product of the Hodge line bundles on the three M (2) factors. The special feature of case (1-5) that makes this work is that H G = H X . There are two other cases where this happens: M (0−4) = M 1 (2) × M 1 (2) × M 1 (2), and M (1−11) = M (2) × M (2) × M 1 (2). An obvious modification of the argument above identifies the Hodge bundles for these two cases as the box product of the Hodge bundles for the three factors.
For the remaining cases, we have not yet identified carefully which element within each of these Picard groups corresponds to the Hodge bundle. What is clear is that in each case, the Picard group (of M X , hence also of M X,central ) is finite. Hence the Hodge line bundle is obviously of finite order and, as we have showed above, nontrivial. While we do not know whether the Picard of other components of M X is finite, it is still true that the Hodge bundle there is of finite order: it is the pullback of the Hodge line bundle of M X .
Open problems
In general, it seems that very little is known about global properties of Calabi-Yau moduli spaces. Is their Picard group always finite? If not, is the Hodge line bundle still of finite order? Can the Hodge bundle ever be divisible? Are the coarse moduli spaces always affine?
Clearly, it would be useful to have a global description of more examples. The cases previously understood are 1-dimensional (for example the mirror of the quintic threefold) or 2-dimensional. What about general toric hypersurfaces and complete intersections? An obvious starting point might be the quintic threefold itself. However, the large symmetry groups present (and the large dimension) may make this case particularly dificult.
At the opposite extreme, one might prefer to consider Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces in particularly ugly (or: random) toric varieties, ones whose only symmetries come from the torus action. In that case, one can hope to write down a normal form and get a global description of the moduli space. An example of such a normal form is in [CDLW07] . These authors describe a two-dimensional moduli space of lattice-polarized K3s, which are compactifications of the Inose family. These can in turn be described also as hypersurfaces in weighted projective space W P(5, 6, 22, 33).
More generally, it may be possible to describe the global geometry and Picard groups of the analogous moduli spaces for Borcea-Voisin CYs, using the fact that moduli spaces of complex structures of K3s and lattice-polarized K3s are locally homogeneous spaces. In particular, one should be able to do this with the family in [CDLW07] to get another three-dimensional Calabi-Yau moduli space.
A question closer to our actual results concerns the components of M X and their Picard groups. We have seen that M X,central has finite Picard group; what about the non-central components? It might be worthwhile also to complete the calculations of the Picard groups of moduli in cases (3-5) and (4-1). Likewise, it would be good to determine the Hodge line bundle within these groups in the seven cases where we do not know this.
